
 

WARM THIS WINTER 

The Bit UK’s Style Guide to see you through the season  

The clocks have gone back, we are plunged into darkness at approximately 4pm, and the air 

holds a definite chill. The Strictly Come Dancing contestants have been to Blackpool and opening 

meet has been and gone. Across the country, men and women stand shivering in fields of 

cabbages, after quarry of the pheasant variety.  

The eventing and polo seasons have drawn to a close (sorry Showjumpers and Dressage Divas 

but you still have Olympia and the Liverpool International Horse Show to look forward to), and 

the National Hunt season has gotten underway. There is simply no denying it. Winter is upon us.  

However just because the weather is against us, all but the hardiest steeds have been rugged to 

some degree and most often have turned into wallowing mud monsters whilst their humans 

have traded sleeveless Ariat tops for thermals, doesn’t mean that we have to completely discard 

our style credentials.  

With the help of a few very special guest contributors, from across the equestrian and field sport 

worlds, here is our guide to see you through the season, from the polo arena to the hunt ball. 

Country in the City 

Although life in the countryside is often a long held dream, our careers often drive us to the city, 

despite our longings for a pastoral existence, AGA and dog at our feet.   

Hannah King, Civil Rider for the Household Cavalry, Chelsea Resident and Occasional Polo 

Player shares her tips to add a little bit of Country Style to City living, staying warm and stylish 

in the process.  

“Riding in London in the dark winter mornings can be rather chilly and I’ve found layering is 

essential to keeping comfortable. I like a traditional, understated look when I ride so down to 

about zero degrees I wear a long sleeved t-shirt, long sleeved technical fabric riding top, and 

finally an old cashmere jumper and plain cotton stock under my riding jacket. Roeckl gloves are 

also an essential as they keep my fingers at the right temperature throughout the seasons and if 

I want to take a photo of a beautiful sunrise using my phone, I don’t have to take the gloves off to 

do it”  



“Attempting the look in London is difficult to get right but my essentials are a good tailored dark 

navy blue wool coat, a pair of nice brown suede/leather long boots and an ever growing 

collection of cashmere jumpers and pashminas. If I wear tweed in London it’s quiet and in a 

dark colour and my preference is always for Harris Tweed as I feel it’s important to support 

traditional industries where I can” 

The Christmas Wish List: 

 “On my wish list this year are a tweed knee length coat in colours that can work in both the 

countryside and the city, a tweed skirt to complement the coat, and a navy or brown fedora style 

hat with a feather in the hat band. I’m also after a Schoffel waistcoat, if I had one I doubt I’d ever 

take it off!” 

We Love: 

We love the Navy British Wool Felt Fedora from Le Jabot and Stock Company (£100 

www.lejabotandstockcompany.co.uk)  
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Riding Aside 

Whether you are a determined Thruster or would rather remain safely on the ground with a 

plate of sausage rolls in hand, Hunting season is well and truly under way. With balls of steel, 

Anna Bowen- a freelance writer and blogger from Wales can often be found hunting her ex-

racehorse Silver Blue, side saddle. Reader, she jumps.  

Here, Anna shares her hunting must haves: 

“For hunting I wouldn’t be without a Melton wool coat and riding habit; warm, waterproof and 

bramble-safe! My habit was made by Trish Daly and I love the shape of the double vented coat. 

She also made a sheepskin numnah for my side saddle; for a long day’s hunting my horse’s 

comfort is paramount. Good gloves are a must- cream or white wool, thick enough to stay warm 

and thin enough to fiddle with girth straps! A hipflask filled with homemade sloe gin is a final 

essential”. 

The Christmas Wish List 

“World peace looks unlikely so I would have to say an elegant, vintage side saddle cane or a pair 

of Sophia Webster winged heels for hunt balls! Bespoke riding boots are my next big purchase.” 

And Bluey? 

“My horse would like some extra strong mints, and a good run on Boxing Day.” 

We Love: 

We love Celeris’ selection of made to measure long boots. Pictured is the ‘Polo’ model (£555 

made to measure) however there are styles on offer to take you from the hunting field to the 

dressage arena. www.celerisuk.com  
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Bang Bang 

Heather Carre Skinner, keen shot from Suffolk with a love for tweed and taxidermy, takes us 

through her shooting season essentials: 

“Staying warm and dry on a shoot is key, but so is looking feminine. Fortunately many brands 

are extending their range, plus the advent of new brands dedicated to ladies field clothing. I 

wear the Dubarry Marfield coat which is both super warm with a feminine fit, and Alan Paine 

breeks, elegant yet tough, practical but not too baggy.” 

The Christmas Wish List 

“My wish list item for this year is Purdey’s sheepskin and Nubuck ear warmers, perfect for 

keeping my ears warm on a cold but beautifully sunny shoot.” 

We Love: 

We also love these beautifully soft earwarmers from Purdey (£110) www.purdey.com . For a 

more economical look, we also love the Harris Tweed Ear Muffs from James Alexander Clothing 

(£35) www.jamesalexanderclothing.co.uk 
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All about Arena 
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In the polo world, the arrival of the English Autumn can only mean one thing. It’s either time to 

hop on a plane and head overseas until the British climate becomes slightly more clement, or its 

time to grit your teeth, get out those big orange balls and head for the arena.  

Jess Roche, student at Durham University, Polo Player and owner of Oswald and Kane clothing 

talks surviving the arena season in Yorkshire: 

“As I play polo in Yorkshire I normally have to wear a lot of layers to stay warm before chukkas 

and style often isn’t even considered. However, in the evening after a tough day playing polo I 

wear one of my Oswald&Kane shirts with jeans and a cashmere scarf to keep toasty” 

The Christmas Wish List: 

“My item on my Christmas wish list would be a Pampeano polo belt. We are getting a belt made 

in Durham colours by Pampeano, so hopefully I’ll find one of those in my Christmas stocking.” 

We Love: 

We have featured Pampeano (www.pampeano.co.uk) in the past and absolutely love their polo 

belts as they give a sophisticated yet authentic accent to any outfit, both off and on the field. We 

also couldn’t help mentioning the Soft Shell Gilet from the Hurlingham Polo Association’s 

recently launched Hurlingham 1875 collection (£70). Slim fitting and streamlined, this would be 

perfect worn as both an extra layer in the arena, and simply with a shirt either in the clubhouse 

or once spring has sprung… www.hurlinghampolo1875.com  
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It’s Party Time 
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Owner and designer at Triphena Jewellery and Third Year Royal Agricultural University 

Student, shares her party picks for the winter ball season:  

“With the winter ball season in full swing it’s definitely time to bring out the fur jackets, velvet 

dresses and lots of extra sparkles! This year I have an obsession with off the shoulder dresses, 

which are perfect to team up with fur stoles, and show just the right amount of shoulder for 

maximum elegance. However I never forget my love of tartan with my Scottish heritage and will 

always pull out a little tartan number for New Year’s Eve and many a Christmas party.” 

The Christmas Wish List 

“The items on my wish list this year are the Ralph Lauren “Lauren off-the-shoulder dress” and 

the Jack Wills “Brownlow Strapless Dress” 

We Love 

Off the shoulder dresses are incredibly fashionable at the moment and it seems like almost 

every brand has developed their own incarnation. As baring the shoulders trends, we have also 

seen a resurgence in those classic strapless styles. Like Amelia, we love the Brownlow dress 

from Jack Wills (£159 www.jackwills.com) for those Christmas Parties. 
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